
Data protection violations in Android app
“Sample App!”
1. Introduction
I am a user of your Android app “Sample App!” (henceforth: “the app”).

Through an automated analysis of the app, I have unfortunately become aware that the app
is performing tracking and similar data transmissions in violation of applicable data protec-
tion law.

With this notice, I am making you aware of these violations and giving you the opportunity
to remedy them.

2. Findings
I have recorded 7 requests that transmitted data to 4 tracker(s) between April 7, 2023 at
3:04:57 PM GMT+2 and April 7, 2023 at 3:05:12 PM GMT+2. These requests happened with-
out any interaction with the app or any potential consent dialogs. See the attached techni-
cal report for further details.

2.1. smartbear/bugsnag-sessions (TODO: nicer title)
The app sent 1 request(s) to the tracker “smartbear/bugsnag-sessions” (TODO: nicer title)
(TODO: tracker URL), operated by “SmartBear Software”. Through these requests, at least
the following information was transmitted:

Data type Transmitted value(s)
Tracker SDK version 5.28.4

App version 23.13.1, 26004526

App ID com.airbnb.android

Architecture x86_64

OS name android

OS version 13

Is device rooted? false

Manufacturer Google

Model sdk_gphone64_x86_64

Language en_US

Total RAM 2061852672

Other identifiers ad2140b6-25f1-42d7-b45c-4c0e224ca64f, 7d5a6fd0d53a566b,
ea5d71aa-0ecc-4d81-ac29-e7dedf9d0a43

App start time 2023-03-20T16:35:24.304Z
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2.2. facebook/graph-activities-qs (TODO: nicer title)
The app sent 2 request(s) to the tracker “facebook/graph-activities-qs” (TODO: nicer title)
(TODO: tracker URL), operated by “Facebook”. Through these requests, at least the follow-
ing information was transmitted:

Data type Transmitted value(s)
Device advertising ID 1209d0b9-b959-42e6-b921-aa5d9d08c1af

Other identifiers XZ9dd82044-772f-4b99-b17b-208e9c3cc38b

OS name android

App ID com.airbnb.android

App version 26004526, 23.13.1

OS version 13

Model sdk_gphone64_x86_64

Language en_US

Time zone GMT+01:00, Europe/Berlin

Carrier T-Mobile

Screen width 1080

Screen height 2214

Total disk space 8

Free disk space 6

2.3. branch-io/v1 (TODO: nicer title)
The app sent 3 request(s) to the tracker “branch-io/v1” (TODO: nicer title) (TODO: tracker
URL), operated by “Branch Metrics, Inc.”. Through these requests, at least the following in-
formation was transmitted:

Data type Transmitted value(s)
Device advertising ID 1209d0b9-b959-42e6-b921-aa5d9d08c1af

Other identifiers 048f96ec-220f-4860-95c4-62b2565dbbd3,
1172860168313205995, 1172860168363571074,
58efd809-326b-4bbd-b9ee-34900c536c89,
c19d8fab-8e27-43e3-b854-e9a4c086c171

Manufacturer Google

Model sdk_gphone64_x86_64

Screen width 1080

Screen height 2214

Network connection type wifi

OS name Android

OS version 13, 33

Language en, en_US

Local IP address(es) 10.0.0.1
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Architecture x86_64

Carrier T-Mobile

Country US

App version 23.13.1

Tracker SDK version android5.0.3

2.4. smartbear/bugsnag-notify (TODO: nicer title)
The app sent 1 request(s) to the tracker “smartbear/bugsnag-notify” (TODO: nicer title)
(TODO: tracker URL), operated by “SmartBear Software”. Through these requests, at least
the following information was transmitted:

Data type Transmitted value(s)
Tracker SDK version 5.28.4

Other identifiers 7d5a6fd0d53a566b, ad2140b6-25f1-42d7-
b45c-4c0e224ca64f, ea5d71aa-0ecc-4d81-ac29-
e7dedf9d0a43

App ID com.airbnb.android

App version 23.13.1, 26004526

Time spent in app 15275

Is app in foreground? true

Architecture x86_64

Manufacturer Google, google

Model sdk_gphone64_x86_64

OS name android

OS version 13

Free RAM 1099014144

Total RAM 2061852672

Is device rooted? false

Orientation portrait

Viewed page GPExploreMapFragment

App start time 2023-03-20T16:35:24.304Z

App name Airbnb

Is device an emulator? false

Network connection type wifi

Charging status false

Screen height 2214x1080

Screen width 2214x1080

Battery level 1
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3. Legal assessment
By transmitting the information detailed above, you have violated the GDPR and ePrivacy
Directive.

As the information includes unique identifiers that allow for the identification of the app’s
users, it constitutes personal data under Art. 4(1) GDPR and falls under the scope of the
GDPR.

According to Art. 6(1) GDPR, the processing of personal data is only lawful if it is covered
by one of six possible legal bases. None of the legal bases is applicable to the processing that
you have performed.

The data protection authorities have repeatedly published guidance advising that consent is
the only legal basis that can typically be used for tracking.¹

¹cf. e.g. https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines-art_6-1-b-adopted_after_
public_consultation_en.pdf, https://www.datenschutzkonferenz-online.de/media/oh/20221130_OH_
Telemedien_2021_Version_1_1.pdf, https://www.baden-wuerttemberg.datenschutz.de/wp-content/uploads/
2022/03/FAQ-Tracking-online.pdf

However, consent can only be given by a statement or by a clear affirmative action (Art.
4(11) GDPR). Recital 32 GDPR clarifies that silence, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity do not
constitute consent.

As explained, the transmissions detailed above happened without any interaction whatso-
ever. Thus, consent cannot possibly have been given for them.

Processing that can only rely on consent as a legal basis, may only happen after consent has
been given, and you, as the controller, need to be able to demonstrate that consent has been
given (Art. 7(1) GDPR).

In addition, you have violated other provisions of the GDPR. In particular, Art. 5(1)(c) GDPR
mandates the principle of data minimisation, requiring you to only process data to the ex-
tent necessary for the particular purpose. Further, Art. 25(1) GDPR prescribes the principle
of data protection by design and by default.

Finally, you have violated Art. 5(3) ePrivacy Directive. Unlike the GDPR, Art. 5(3) ePD does-
n’t just cover personal data but any data that is read from or stored on a user’s device.

Also unlike the GDPR, Art. 5(3) ePD does not provide multiple possible legal bases that
could apply. It mandates that the storing of information, or the gaining of access to informa-
tion already stored in the terminal equipment of a user is only allowed if the user has given
their consent.

The two possible exceptions to this clause have to be interpreted narrowly, with tracking
and advertising not being strictly necessary according to the Article 29 Working Party.²

²https://ec.europa.eu/justice/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2012/wp194_en.pdf

Art. 5(3) ePD defers to the GDPR for conditions on consent. As such, the same reasoning ap-
plies here as well. You have not received consent under Art. 5(3) ePD, either.
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4. Complaint
Given the above, I conclude that you have violated my data protection rights as a user of the
app. Art. 77 GDPR gives me the right to lodge a complaint with the data protection authori-
ties in such cases.

The data protection authorities have investigate and corrective powers according to Art. 58
GDPR. In particular, they can issue fines of up to 20 Million EUR or 4 % of your total world-
wide annual turnover, whichever is higher, against you for violations according to Art. 83(5)
GDPR.

However, in the interest of avoiding unneccesary work for you, the data protection authori-
ties, and myself, I am giving you a voluntary grace period of 60 days from the date of this
notice. If you remedy the violations detailed herein and ensure that the app is fully compli-
ant with the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive within this period, I plan to refrain from filing a
complaint against you in this matter.
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